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dragons

Drakes
Dragons are a reptilian-like species that
legend says descended from the mating
of Âhnù and Dhívu, two demigods from
the time of conflict that followed the
Natal Wars. They are probably the oldest,
most powerful creatures on Kethira but
are seldom seen during the lifetimes of
most folk, save the Ælrhin. More often,
their existence is simply not believed.
However rare and elusive, dragons
in fact do exist, as historic accounts and
even contemporary witnesses attest.
There are likely fewer than six hundred
dragons left in the entire world, with
different varieties—perhaps subspecies—
found in many locales and geographies.
In Venarive, dragons come in two
types—the Ahnerin and the Dhiverin.
Also called fire dragons, the Ahnerin
have red-hued scales and a Natural
Attunement to fire principle. The
Dhiverin, or frost dragons, have blueblack scales and a similar attunement to
water principle, especially its associated
cold element. Scholars posit there might
be even more kinds reflecting all the
Pvaric principles.
A dragon’s lithe and serpentine shape
belies a colossal strength that continues
to grow throughout its immensely long
life. Although about two feet long when
hatched, a young dragon grows to over 15
feet after 50 years, and the mature adult
averages 25 feet within a century. An old
dragon tops out at 40 feet during a span
of several hundred years or more. Some
annals describe ancient examples living
five-hundred years, the mightiest even
approaching a millennium and reaching
a length in excess of 60 feet. Whatever its
age, a dragon’s proportions remain fairly
constant: about 60% of its length is in the
tail and neck, and its wingspan is usually
about 150% of length.

dragon talents
Dragons inhabit wilderness regions
that offer a highland perch. They prefer
to live in the security of caves, above the
treeline, where they remain protected
during their long rests. Ahnerin often
seek out brimstone deposists or volcanic
peaks; Dhiverin prefer the cold wastes of
high altitude or northern reaches. While
sparsely populated throughout the lands
of the world, dragons are territorial,
and competition and even conflict can
suddenly arise between them over the
most ideal locations.
While dragons have exceptionally long
lives, much of it is spent in what appears
to be deep slumbers. When young, such
dormancy can last three months out of
the year—or even for stretches up to a
whole year. Afterwards they emerge to
feed a hunger that is strangely less than
its body size would imply. As dragons age,
the dormant period greatly increases in
proportion to the waking, active time.
Very old dragons can spend three years
slumbering for every four months awake.
But a dragon is not simply sleeping
when it enters a dormant state. Rather,
it has arcanely shifted inhabitation and
perspective from the body in the physical
world to the soul in the spirit world. The
dragon then undertakes an astral journey
to seek out its attuned principle. Upon
finding it—fire energy for Ahnerin; cold
energy for Dhiverin—the dragon enters
Spirit Immersion for nourishment,
renewal, and peace of mind. Many
scholars believe that such immersions are
what actually spur the dragon’s growth
and extend its life.
If not literally made of magic energy, a
dragon’s existence is directly fueled by it.
The vast, hermetic periods of dormancy
largely explain their remove from the
affairs of folk. It’s not a lack of might that
prevents wanton destruction of cities and
castles, but an unnervingly unpredictable
and intermittent disinterest.

Arcane Talents: some chroniclers
describe dragons as casting spells; what
they actually witness are the effects
of draconic arcane talents. In most
respects, such talents function like other
invocations, including the chance for
fatigue accrual and Aural Shock. The
long bouts of astral immersion seem to
increase a dragon's talent mastery.
Breath Weapon: however uncanny,
a dragon’s breath weapon cannot be
dispelled—it functions in some mundane,
yet wonderous manner (see page 388 for
the breath attack routine).
Drakes: dragons without arcane talent
are called drakes. While roughly the
same size as the arcane kind, they lack
the ability to go dormant and rarely live
beyond 100–150 years. Some are even
flightless or have no breath weapon.
Flight: unless leaping from a high peak,
young and mature dragons must make a
MOV2 run and successfully test Agility to
get airborne (see page 353 for details on
how flying functions in combat).
Gliding: attenuated by their
enormous size and lengthening
dormancy, old dragons manage
flight only from a precipitous leap.
On the ground, the running Agility
test that normally gets it airborne
now simply results in a tenuous,
surface-level glide. This probably
explains why old drgaons rarely
venture down from their
mountain homes—to avoid
the arduous return on foot.

Most dragons possess special Arcane Talent.
Compare a d20 roll to the dragon’s Aura to
determine if and how many talents it has:
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The letters cde refer to three base talents:
(c) communicate: the dragon can send a
telepathic thought to some or all conscious
beings within AUR × 10 yards. It understands
audible speech similarly but cannot read
silent thoughts. The talent requires no
invocation. It does not affect the dragon’s
Eloquence (ELO)—some are still more
persuasive than others.
(d) dormancy: dragons test Talent ML to
inhabit their soul in the spirit world. They
guard their lair with Spirit (Sensing) tests
and use Spirit (Immersion) to bond with
energy. Dragons can ‘slumber’ this way
indefinitely, sometimes for years—there is
no time limit to their astral journies.
(e) enthral: at the start of its turn the
dragon gazes into the eyes of a creature
within AUR × 5 feet and LOS. If the Talent
ML Invocation Roll succeeds, the target
may resist with a higher Spirit test success
level (break ties). Otherwise, the target is
stunned through the end of its next turn,
when a successful Spirit test ends the effect
(−10 penalty per Enthral star-victory). Target
retests each round.
A result of +1 to +7 means the dragon has the
three cde talents plus the given number of
d20 rolls on this table for additional ones:
d20
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áhnerin talent

dhíverin talent

dormancy
dry air
enthral
ethereal heat
ethereal smoke
exhausting wave
fiery visage
fire burst
speed burst

chilling visage
dormancy
enthral
ethereal cold
ethereal dark
gloom wave
ice cloud
stasis
stillness

The Talent ML in the dragon’s skills list is
used for all invocation tests (page 388). Each
talent duplicated by a d20 roll gives it a
Mastery Boost and its own separate ML.
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áhnerin unique talents

dhíverin unique talents

Dragons may test one talent per turn as a
free action but otherwise must follow the
Invocation Routine (page 263).

Dragons may test one talent per turn as a
free action but otherwise must follow the
Invocation Routine (page 263).

dry air: the air around the dragon out to
Talent SI × 5 feet becomes parched, making
it difficult to breath. Creatures within it
who exert themselves (such as fighting or
running) must succeed on an END SR at the
end of their turn or suffer five fatigue. The
effect lasts Talent SI rounds.

chilling visage: the dragon’s body briefly
glows icy-white from within, especially
around and in its eyes. The effect forces
creatures looking at it within 200 feet to
make a Fear Roll with an Aberrance rating
equal to half Talent SI .

ethereal heat: the air surrounding the
dragon in a Talent SI × 100 foot-radius
becomes hotter. The area remains where
first created, even if the dragon moves.
Creatures suffer a Heat Hazard every hour
they remain within the air (page 152). The
heated air lasts Talent SI days.
ethereal smoke: the dragon’s body is
engulfed in wispy ethereal smoke for Talent
SI rounds. The cloud is centred on its body in
a diameter of Talent SI × 5 feet, moving with
the dragon. While the smoke does not block
LOS, it does impart a −20 penalty to attacks
against the dragon or to Awareness tests in
or through it.
exhausting wave: an instantaneous,
enervating wave of energy bursts out from
the dragon in all directions to a range of
Talent SI × 5 feet. All creatures within range
make an opposed Healing Base × 5 test,
suffering 10 fatigue for each victory-step of
the dragon’s Talent test.
fiery visage: the dragon’s body briefly
glows red-black from within, especially
around and in its eyes. The effect forces
creatures looking at it within 200 feet to
make a Fear Roll with an Aberrance rating
equal to half Talent SI .
fire burst: the dragon invokes this talent
while drawing on its breath weapon, all as a
1-turn action that also allows MOV 2 flying.
With a successful invocation, the dragon
spits an SI-foot diameter ball of fire out to
SI × 50 feet. If the ball strikes an object or a
creature, then it explodes with a diameter
of half Talent SI × 5 feet. A creature may
avoid the initial missile if its Dodge success
level exceeds the invocation’s. Any creature
caught in the explosion suffers an Area
attack of d4 + SI fire impact (CS +5 impact).
The ball vanishes if it does not strike an
object or creature within range.
speed burst: the dragon’s flying Mobility
increases for one round by Talent SI × 10 feet
(CS ×20 feet).

ethereal cold: the air surrounding the
dragon in a Talent SI × 100 foot-radius
becomes colder. The area remains where
first created, even if the dragon moves.
Creatures suffer a Cold Hazard every hour
they remain within it (page 152). The frigid
air lasts Talent SI days.
ethereal darkness: the dragon’s body is
engulfed in streaks of darkness for Talent SI
rounds. The area is centred on the dragon’s
body in a diameter of Talent SI × 5 feet,
moving with the dragon. While the smoke
does not block LOS, it does impart a −20
penalty to attacks against the dragon or to
Awareness tests in or through it.
gloom wave: a shadowy, entropic cloud
with a diameter of Talent SI × 5 feet is centred
on the dragon’s body, even while moving.
Although LOS is unaffected, movement costs
are doubled and strike impacts are halved
for anyone within the area. The effect lasts
Talent SI rounds.
ice ball: the dragon invokes this talent
while drawing on its breath weapon, all as a
1-turn action that also allows MOV 2 flying.
With a successful invocation, the dragon
spits an SI-foot diameter ball of ice out to
SI × 50 feet. If the ball strikes an object or a
creature, then it explodes with a diameter
of half Talent SI × 5 feet. A creature may
avoid the initial missile if its Dodge success
level exceeds the invocation’s. Any creature
caught in the explosion suffers an Area
attack of d4 + SI frost impact (CS +5 impact).
The ball vanishes if it does not strike an
object or creature within range.
stasis: one of the dragon’s bleeding
injuries is halted for Talent SI hours. If able
to enter Spirit Immersion, the bleeding is
permanently stopped.
stillness: the air immediately surrounding
the dragon absorbs sound for Talent SI
hours. Other creatures suffer a −1 success
level to Awareness when attempting to hear
noises caused by or emanating from the
dragon, such as the flapping of wings.
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